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The sea change in economic thinking and policy making in Latin America in the 1990s. 
In the early and mid-1990s it appeared that Latin America had made a dramatic shift in economic 
thinking and policy making. Most of the region had disposed of the Raul Prebisch and ECLAC 
doctrine of Import Substitution Industrialization, the Fernando Henrique Cardoso and Enzo Faletto 
ideas of Dependency Theory and other policies based on distrust of competitive markets. The 
change began in Chile in 1975, when a group of free market economists radically restructured Chile's 
economic policy. 
 
While no country implemented reforms as comprehensive as Chile’s, portions of the Chilean free 
market model gradually took root in the 1980s as Mexico joined the GATT and began to open its 
economy and as other countries took moderate steps toward market opening. By the end of the 
1980s, the debt crisis had forced many countries to re-evaluate the policies that contributed to their 
inability to pay contracted debt. Budgets were brought more into balance, hyperinflation was ended, 
trade barriers were lowered, many state companies were privatized and the government’s role in the 
economy was reduced. 
 
The main policy changes, which will be discussed below, stemmed from decisions in the 
countries themselves. Contributing, but certainly not decisive factors, were the policy 
encouragements from the Baker Plan that initiated World Bank loans conditioned on policy 
reform, and the Brady Plan that encouraged reform and forgave debt so that countries would be 
better able to reform. 
 
The disillusionment of low economic growth 1990-2002.  
Nonetheless, the 1990s, especially the later years of the decade, were characterized by 
discouragingly slow growth in Latin America. During the 13 years from 1990 through the end of 2002, 
the region averaged an annual growth rate of 2.4%.  With population increases averaging 1.6% over 
the 13 years, many countries experienced a net decline in income per capital over the decade. Slow 
growth has continued in the new century. Various politicians in Latin America blame the policies 
which they often refer to as "neo-liberalism." In most cases this phrase is used pejoratively. The 
Washington Post, The New York Times, and Newsweek have run stories reporting that Latin America 
is in a mood to reject the free market reforms. 
 
The claim that Latin America might be abandoning free market reforms.  
Certainly, there are developments which might lend credence to this thesis. In Venezuela, Hugo 
Chavez appears to be trying to build a populist, state-directed economy. In Bolivia, indigenous people 
recently forced a pro-business, 1990s reformer, President Gonzalo Sanchez de Lozada, out of office. 
His ouster was precipitated by his sponsorship of a major natural gas project that included 
multinational participation and pipelines through Chile, the country which Bolivia and Peru attacked in 
a 19th century war and which concluded with Chile in possession of land that previously gave Bolivia 
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an outlet to the sea. In Peru, a weak President, Alejandro Toledo, has backed down on privatization 
in the face of opposition to neo-liberal policies. Those who attack the neo-liberal policies are strongly 
influenced by the scandals of Toledo’s predecessor Alberto Fujimori.  Fujimori spearheaded market-
opening reforms that enabled growth to resume in Peru, and he was successful in defeating two 
powerful terrorist groups that were responsible for thousands of killings.  But he had to go into exile 
when spying and corruption scandals in his administration were revealed. In Argentina, which 
suffered a slowdown, and then a withering recession from 1999 to 2002, President Nestor Kirschner 
often shuns market-oriented policies and seems to relish stiffing creditors, both foreign and domestic. 
In El Salvador, the candidate who came in second in the March 21 election ran on a platform 
denouncing neo-liberal economic policies and promising to reverse market economy reforms, 
including realignment away from the United States and withdrawal from the Central American Free 
Trade Agreement. 
 
Free market oriented reforms are not to blame for the failure of growth.  
My view  is that the free market-oriented reforms are not to blame for the failure of growth in the 
1990s, but rather it is the case that the reforms were not completed or in some cases were poorly 
implemented. 
 
Stimulating growth requires a renewed emphasis on free market policies, as well as additional and 
complementary reforms in areas of the judiciary, labor and effective and transparent delivery of 
government services. Given this, two key questions emerge: 
 
A. What are the policies that have the potential to encourage greater domestic and foreign 
investment? 
 
B. If there is a set of well-implemented policies that can spur growth and promote social equity, 
what is needed to put them in place? Should they be internally generated or are changes in 
international governance a part of the solution?  Are they more likely to be successful if they are 
taken in a more cautious step-by-step manner or “ideological” and put in place quickly, and is this 
affected by history and culture? 
 
The policies. 
The policies that would most effectively address the first question include the following: 
$ First, market exchange rates have to be established. 
$ Second, inflation has to be controlled. 
$ Third, the economy must be opened to trade and investment. 
$ Fourth, economic incentives must be created by allowing the price mechanism to function, 
including through sound privatization and deregulation. 
$ Fifth, fiscal discipline must be maintained.  
$ Sixth, the role of government must be reformed. In addition to privatizing government 
companies, this includes promoting competition, targeting social welfare spending, developing sound 
environmental protection policies and building a stable and transparent policy environment. 
 
First, credible market exchange rates must be established.  
Since the exchange rate is a central price (?) for an economy, having a credible market exchange 
rate is essential to shift the focus of businesses from short-run decisions related to currency 
management to long-run decisions on investment and production. An investment can be destroyed or 
seriously set back by a sudden currency change. 
 
Until the late 1980s, Latin American nations often let their currencies become overvalued, either 
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as part of an import substitution policy or as an attempt to moderate surging inflation. Often, the 
result was to stimulate contraband imports, to discourage exports and to create a lack of 
confidence and capital flight. In 1981, it cost less for a Chilean to take a vacation in Miami than in the 
beautiful lake district of southern Chile. In other countries overvalued currencies and arbitrarily 
managed multiple exchange rates were sustained only by barriers to trade and, temporarily, by 
unsustainable levels of borrowing. Today, with increasing attention to the real exchange rate, to 
current account balances and to lowering inflation, exchange rates are less of a concern than at any 
time in the last 50 years. 
 
Shift from fixed rates to floating rates. One of the main reasons for this improvement in Latin America 
is the gradual move toward floating rates from fixed rates. An important change took place in the 
1980s as a result of the second oil shock and consequent imbalances in the current account that 
became unsustainable with fixed exchange rates. In 1979, 13 countries in Latin America had fixed 
rates.  Today only three can be said to be fixed. These are in Panama, Ecuador and El Salvador, 
which have adopted the dollar as their currency. 
 
Experience in the 1990s tended to reinforce the idea that flexible rates were a better choice to 
avoid repeated crises. For example, Mexico fixed the peso to the dollar in 1994 at a time when its 
reserves were plunging, a fact that many did not realize since the reserves figures were released only 
after a lag of three months. At the same time, Mexico issued Tesobonos, peso instruments indexed 
to the dollar to "guarantee" support for the country and its exchange rate. When the peso collapsed, 
the consequences spread well beyond Mexico. Argentina appeared to have great success with an 
exchange rate fixed to the dollar in the early and mid-1990s, but it failed to adhere to the strict 
policies that are essential to maintaining a credible fixed rate, namely a tight fiscal balance. 
Eventually, the result was an abandonment of the rate and economic collapse. 
 
Many have examined the pros and cons of flexible or floating regimes and of fixed rate regimes. Most 
of the literature now favors floating rate regimes, and the experience of Latin America in recent 
decades seems to offer supporting evidence. Adjusting a rate to domestic and foreign prices and to 
other variables can help maintain confidence in the currency.  Nonetheless, a case can be made for 
a fixed rate in some circumstances. Also, in certain extreme cases, it might be necessary to impose 
capital controls in a limited way and for a limited duration, even though capital controls are 
antithetical to a floating rate regime. 
 
Some uses and benefits of fixed rates. Panama has had various economic and political problems, 
but arguably its long-standing adoption of the dollar as its currency has provided an anchor of stability 
and a base on which to build a large banking industry. In Argentina, adoption of the fixed exchange 
rate under the Convertibility Plan in 1991 finally tamed the country's repeated bouts of hyperinflation 
and numerous changes in currencies in which four zeros were taken off the old currency to create 
units of the new currency. The plan brought low inflation, great confidence, significant return of 
capital that had left the country in high inflation periods and increases in foreign direct investment.  
 
The Convertibility Plan, a currency board regime, was accompanied by other significant reforms 
including an initial fiscal reform, opening of the economy, privatization, deregulation and creation of a 
private pension system. One could argue that the rate was overvalued at the outset;  ten thousand 
australes were set equal to one peso and one peso to one dollar. Fifteen thousand to one might have 
absorbed the inevitable inertial inflation after the change. However, increases in productivity and the 
tie to the dollar, which weakened in the first half of the 1990s, enabled Argentina to increase and 
diversify its exports, so the rate appeared sustainable and credible for a number of years. The 
reforms were often justified by President Carlos Saul Menem and his Economic Minister Domingo 
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Cavallo as steps taken by Argentina to correct its miserable economic growth performance in the 
past half century. Importantly, they both argued that Argentina's long economic malaise was of 
Argentine origin, that the path to growth could only be built by Argentines and that blaming outsiders 
for Argentina's misfortunes was a misguided and harmful exercise. From 1991 to 1997, Argentina 
enjoyed the highest growth rates in the region. 
 
Dangers of fixed rates. However, the story of the Convertibility Plan did not have a happy 
ending. By the mid-1990s, the reform effort became stalled. Key reforms in the areas of labor and 
seguridad juridica, rule of law and application of justice, were repeatedly delayed. The country began 
to run fiscal deficits, and these deficits grew. By the dictates of the Convertibility Plan, government 
deficits had to be financed by dollar loans because the controlling mechanism was the Monetary 
Base. If a Peso were added to the Monetary Base a dollar had to be found to back it. At the same 
time, the dollar reversed from weakness to strength, and Argentina's exports 
became more expensive. When Brazil abandoned its quasi-fixed rate in 1998, the large bilateral 
trade between Argentina and Brazil became sharply out of balance. As the reforms stalled in 
Argentina so did productivity, growth and the chance for Argentina to compete. The pain of growing 
unemployment and steadily increased borrowing to support the exchange rate were drawn out until 
the fixed rate could no longer be supported. The crash that followed was brutal in terms of 
unemployment and increases in poverty. 
 
An important variation on a flexible exchange rate mechanism: the crawling peg mechanism. Chile 
employed a crawling peg on two occasions using two slightly different methods.  On both occasions 
the rate had credibility as a market rate, and companies were able to move exchange rate risk down 
their list of concerns while the mechanism was employed. 
 
One formulation was used by Chile after it devalued the peso on June 15, 1982.  It tied the peso to 
the dollar, Deutsche mark, yen, pound sterling and French franc with coefficients to reflect trade 
weights and it was adjusted daily. A second method, used successfully in the late 1970s, until Chile 
fixed its rate to the dollar, was adjusted based on purchasing power parity. In its simplest expression, 
it is RER=EP*/P. That is, RER, the real exchange rate equals E, the nominal (spot) exchange rate 
times P*, the foreign price (index) of a bundle of foreign goods, divided by P, domestic price (an 
index) of a bundle of domestic goods. The formula incorporated various currencies with weights 
according to importance in trade. The weights were periodically adjusted to reflect changing 
directions of trade. 
 
To calculate the list of day-by-day exchange rates (the Tableta), for example for March, numbers for 
Chilean inflation and trading partners for the month of January, available in early February, were 
plugged into the formula. If the total weighted difference was, say, two percent higher in Chile than in 
its trading partners, then the formula would take the rate for the last day of February and devalue the 
peso by two percent divided by 31 over the days of March. The formula was published. It was 
transparent and credible. 
 
Brief discussion of capital controls. If a country adopts a flexible rate and it is credible, there can still 
be a major disruption and crisis if capital flows begin to overwhelm the balance of payments. In the 
small, thin financial markets that characterize some emerging market economies, a sudden large 
inflow of capital can put pressure on the exchange rate and damage an incipient growth in exports, 
particularly in new, non-traditional exports. Such capital could come from a large inflow of return 
capital flight as citizens expressed support in a reform program, from large investments, such as in 
mining, or from speculative portfolio capital. To avoid a distortion that might injure the tradable goods 
sector and confidence in the overall reform program, great skill in making policy adjustments is 
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necessary. Such policy adjustments may include some form of capital controls that are both limited in 
effect and in duration. 
 
One much discussed example is the Chilean deposit scheme of the 1990s, the encaje, which 
required that first 30%, and later 10%, of incoming investment be placed in a mandatory non-interest-
bearing deposit with the Central Bank. The objective of this implicit tax on capital inflows was to 
relieve the pressure that increased capital flows put on policy, including maintenance of a credible 
market exchange rate, and to discourage short-term debt. 
 
In its defense, the mechanism reduced short-term debt and exchange rate volatility, especially in 
times of international crisis, such as the Mexican peso crisis and the East Asian financial crisis in the 
1990s. On the other hand, it significantly increased the cost of foreign financing to Chilean 
companies. It was easy to avoid, especially for large companies who were able to launch ADRs and 
use trade invoicing and intra-company transfers for financing. In addition, some claim  that as a result 
of the encaje, Chile lost the opportunity to become a regional financial center. 
 
Second, inflation has to be brought under control.  
Latin America is infamous for its inflation. Brazil changed its currency six times in the last several 
decades, usually cutting three zeros from the previous currency units. Argentina usually removed four 
zeros in its various changes of currency names and units. In 1989 and 1990, while the country had 
an estimated 5,000 percent inflation, Buenos Aires became overrun with what were called "arbolitos," 
little trees, or people on the sidewalks offering the latest exchange for the rapidly devaluing currency. 
In various countries, peso notes with a one million denomination have been issued. Prices rose so 
fast in Bolivia in the 1980s that in a long line at the movie theater, the price was sometimes raised by 
the time the last people in line bought their tickets. People joked about whether they should pay for 
lunch when it was ordered because the price might go up by the time dessert arrived. 
 
In Brazil in the late 1970s, some argued that inflation rates of 30% to 50% a year were compatible 
with growth. However, eventually the factors that led to the 30% to 50% were changed, or were 
perceived to be changing, and prices began to rise at a faster rate. Always, the number of poor and 
their relative income declined in these periods of rapidly accelerating prices. 
 
It appears that the lesson on hyperinflation has been learned and care is being taken in most 
countries to avoid these disastrous episodes. The current president of Brazil, Luis Ignacio Lula da 
Silva, a populist who some expected to allow inflation to explode as he increased social spending, 
has, in his first year and a half, followed an orthodox policy aimed at moderating inflation. There is a 
negative counterpart to this in that exceptionally high nominal and real interest rates have slowed 
growth. Lula received a majority of his vote from the poorer members of society who counted on him 
to deliver on promises to them. How he either increases or better distributes social spending is being 
watched carefully.  
 
Third, the economy has to be opened to freer flows of trade, investment, technology and 
ideas.  
Although in the 1980s both Latin America and Asia suffered through the same oil shocks and 
borrowed heavily from abroad, many of the East Asian nations promoted exports, maintained 
competitive exchange rates, and began to lower import barriers. As a result, they became more 
competitive exporters and more efficient economies. 
 
The first country in Latin America to truly open its economy was Chile, and it did so to a greater 
extent than any other country in Latin America or East Asia. Chile eliminated quotas and import 
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licenses and steadily reduced its tariffs from an average rate of approximately 100% in 1974 to an 
across-the-board rate of 10% in 1979. Despite the oil shocks and the debt crisis, which resulted in 
the skyrocketing of the price of Chile's oil imports, the plunge in the price of copper, its key export, 
and a sharp increase in interest rates on the debt, Chile stuck with its free market model. It did raise 
tariffs to an average of 35% for a year or two, but then reasserted its trade opening with an across-
the-board rate of 11% for nearly all products. This rate has been gradually reduced to 6% today. 
There are only a few exceptions to this such as zero duty on 
computer products, higher rates on poultry, vegetable oils and used goods and prohibition of the 
import of used automobiles. 
 
In addition to opening the economy to trade in the late 1970s Chile did the following: simplified rules 
for foreign investment, freed prices, privatized 400 companies, restored fiscal balance, reestablished 
guarantees for private property, and completed the land reform begun under the extreme left Allende 
government. It broke up large estates and distributed the land to non-landholders.  In the process, 
titles were awarded to 700,000 properties, a significant number in a population of 11 million, or 2 
million families. 
 
The market liberalization was launched 1975-1981, stalled and somewhat reversed in the severe 
recession of 1982-1983, revitalized in a second phase 1985-1989, and then continued to the present 
under a series of democratic governments.  It has been unequaled in the region. From 1976 to 2002, 
including the setbacks of the Latin American debt crisis and periods of world recession, Chile's GDP 
grew 305%, the highest in Latin America and the Caribbean. The number for Colombia was 143%, 
Mexico 138%, Brazil 116%, Peru 71%, Venezuela 40% and Argentina 31%. 
 
In addition to notably higher economic growth than other countries in the region, Chile has 
reduced its dependence on copper, from nearly 90% of its exports in the early 1970s to the 30% to 
40% range, and developed a wide range of new exports based on comparative advantages in 
agriculture, fishing, manufacturing and services. 
 
Mexico and Bolivia began to liberalize their trade in the 1980s, and in the early 1990s various 
other countries joined the trend. Colombia slashed total import tariffs from 34% in 1990 to 12% 
in 1991. This rapid lowering of tariffs was followed in Argentina, Nicaragua and Peru. Regional 
trading agreements were reinvigorated or formed. They provided for lowering of tariffs and various 
other non-tariff barriers. Trade grew among members of the Central American Common Market, the 
Andean Pact and Mercosur, the customs union that includes Argentina, Brazil, Paraguay and 
Uruguay and which later admitted Chile and Bolivia as associate members. Only CARICOM, the 
trade pact of the Caribbean nations, continued without making significant reductions in trade barriers. 
Chile, then Mexico, and then other countries signed numerous bilateral trading agreements. The 
countries of the region then joined the WTO. 
 
In the late 1990s and the first years of the new century, the trade liberalizing effort in the region has 
slowed. After several years of steady and regular reductions in tariffs between members, Mercosur 
entered a stalemate in the negotiating period, in which agreement on further liberalization could not 
be reached, in which the long list of exceptions became virtually ignored and when radical 
devaluations in Brazil and Argentina severely weakened trading relationships. 
 
Despite progress, many barriers to trade continue to exist. A review of individual Latin American 
counties’ trade policies  today shows that tariff rates and tariff rate dispersion (the range from high to 
low tariffs) are high in comparison to world levels. In addition, there are numerous non-tariff barriers, 
quotas, barriers based on arbitrary certifications, administrative guidance and government 
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procurement, there are restrictions on investment and insufficient protection of intellectual property 
rights. These barriers distort resource allocation and impede growth.  In particular, they hinder the 
growing of intra-industry trade, an important source for exploiting comparative advantage brought 
about by eight rounds of GATT negotiations and other trade liberalizing agreements. More than two-
thirds of all trade under NAFTA is intra-industry trade. 
 
Completing a comprehensive FTAA would be a major step. In 1994, at a summit in Miami, 34 Latin 
American nations agreed to establish a Free Trade Agreement of the Americas (FTAA) by 2005. 
While in subsequent summits some progress has been made, as the deadline nears, disagreement 
exists and there are two approaches on the table for achieving the FTAA. One, favored by Brazil and 
the members of Mercosur, would limit the scope of coverage to a "common and balanced set of 
rights and obligations applicable to all countries" and would focus on trade in goods. The other, 
favored by the U.S. and 12 other countries, is more ambitious.  In addition to the "common set" of 
rights and obligations, it would offer a "plurilateral" track in which countries wishing to negotiate 
further trade liberalization among themselves could do so within the FTAA. The plurilateral track 
would go substantially further in coverage. As a condition of participating in the plurilateral approach, 
countries would be asked to make commitments regarding: liberalization and rules on trade in 
services on "negative list basis" (meaning anything not specifically restricted or prohibited is open); 
investment protections including market access on the basis of a negative list and investor-state 
dispute settlement; market access and rules for government procurement for goods and services; 
additional market access in goods; and other elements if agreed by consensus. 
 
An important factor in this divergence of approach on completing the FTAA is Brazil's contention that 
a fuller scope of agricultural subsidies and domestic supports should be considered in the FTAA 
before a more comprehensive list of trade liberalization subjects be tackled. The U.S. agrees on the 
importance of these agricultural challenges, but argues that they require global solutions, that all the 
major players should be involved in a WTO context, not just a few in the FTAA. It is not clear which 
view will prevail or whether the 2005 deadline will be met.  But nothing is more important to 
stimulating trade and enabling Latin America to achieve higher growth than opening the region more 
to trade and investment. The "plurilateral" approach is significantly better in this regard. 
 
Fourth, true economic incentives must be created by allowing the price mechanism to 
function, including through sound privatization and deregulation.  
In Latin America, there used to be extensive use of price controls, often in the presumed interest of 
low-income groups. A typical example is the control of the price of an agricultural commodity. The 
result was usually a shift in production toward other crops with higher market prices and serious 
shortages in the goods whose prices were controlled. In the late 1970s in Brazil, the price of black 
beans was controlled to aid low income citizens because black beans and rice constitute the basic 
Brazilian meal.  However, in Bahia, an important bean-producing state, farmers tore up their black 
bean crops and shifted to the industrial-use castor bean and other crops. Eventually Brazil wound up 
importing food beans. Today, some price controls exist in some countries (Venezuela has recently 
established various price controls on food, toiletries and some basic services at below market prices) 
but controls on important commodities and most products are disappearing. 
 
Privatization. Of all the changes in economic thinking and policy making that have occurred in 
Latin America, privatization has probably changed the economic landscape more than any other 
policy. It represents the biggest symbol of change in economic thinking. It is connected to reduction 
in trade barriers since the globalization of prices of traded goods began to lead state-owned 
enterprises to price goods correctly. It is related to fiscal reform since deficits and inefficiencies in 
state owned enterprises were a powerful motivating factor for privatization. It is also related to the 
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importance of capital markets and the rule of law. 
 
The massive privatization undertaken in Argentina. Even without the sorely needed reforms of labor, 
the courts and overall government services, privatization has contributed greatly to reducing 
corruption and to providing a more efficient allocation of resources through the price mechanism. 
Before the privatizations of the early 1990s, costs of investment in electricity per kilowatt and cost per 
phone line installed were three times as high in the state-owned companies in Argentina as in 
countries with private companies. Privatization brought down costs and vastly improved service. Any 
visitor to Argentina the 1960s, 1970s and 1980s, can remember the difficulty of making a phone call 
any time, the virtual impossibility of doing so on a rainy day, and the appallingly few families who had 
phones because of the required down payment of thousands of dollars.  
 
President Kirschner has recently imposed price controls on some private electricity rates, arguing that 
people cannot pay current rates in the present Argentine recession. It is not clear how long these 
controls will last and what the damage will be to the long-term efficiency of these enterprises, to the 
country's reputation and to its attractiveness to investment.  
 
Problems with the first privatizations. Argentina’s first privatization - of the national airline - attracted 
no bidders and the airline was sold to Iberia, the state-owned airline of Spain.  The second 
privatization - of two major portions of the telephone system - was reportedly inconsistent with the 
rules laid down and involved bribes to win the contracts. Despite these issues, domestic airline 
service eventually improved when private airlines entered the market, and the phone privatization 
vastly increased service.   
 
The process improved. The privatization of the Argentine national oil company was approved by 
Congress.  The company was restructured and reformed, and the employees were reduced from 
70,000, the majority of whom showed up only to collect pay checks, to 6,000. A 300-page prospectus 
was issued and most of the shares were offered and sold in an IPO on the New York Stock 
Exchange for $2.5 billion in June 1993.  It was the largest IPO to that date on the New York 
exchange. Production increased and the company enjoyed an enhanced reputation and ability to 
raise capital and grow.  
 
Other privatizations were also considered successful in that they were transparent, brought 
reasonable bids and led to improved output and services.  Argentina privatized its utilities, power 
generation companies, steel companies, petrochemical and defense industries, race tracks, hotels 
and real estate.  Private concessions were granted for public enterprises for waterworks, railroads 
and the Buenos Aires subway, various national highways, television and radio stations, and 
wholesale markets. In addition, Argentina privatized the National Bank of Savings, the port of Buenos 
Aires (after several private ports had been developed to avoid the delays and high charges of port 
services in the state-owned port of Buenos Aires), satellite telecommunications, dredging, the postal 
service, airports, grain silos and, later, the remaining shares of the national oil company.  It privatized 
parks by establishing what can be described as an adopt-a-park plan in which a company was 
allowed to put a few discrete signs with their name on the entrance of the park in return for 
maintaining the plantings, paths and benches. The improvement in the parks was striking and 
provided an interesting and visible example of the positive results of privatization. 
 
Despite some problems, the overall effect of privatization in Latin America has been positive.  Some 
early cases were not as transparent as later ones, and some occurred without the necessary 
regulations in place such as privatizations in the financial sector in Chile and Mexico; adequate 
regulation was not established until after several banks failed. In the case of utility privatizations, 
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which were privatized transparently and competitively, regulations issued a year or two later were not 
consistent with either the letter or spirit of the rules for the privatization. However, there has not been 
a case, as in Russia or in some of the Eastern European countries, in which most of the privatized 
companies wound up in the hands of privileged insiders who were able to use government 
connections to buy state-owned assets at a fraction of their value.  As the system in Latin America, in 
which companies often competed by underhanded means to gain contracts with important state 
firms, was replaced by companies that had to compete with each other, the criteria for success 
became price, quality and service.   
 
There is voluminous literature both from an academic perspective and from the vantage point of 
business case studies that suggests any government in the region which decides to privatize some of 
the remaining public sector companies should be able to do so in a transparent way that adds to the 
economy’s potential to grow. The impediments are political.  Both Mexico and Brazil’s economies 
would benefit from the privatization of their national oil companies, which have compared poorly in oil 
reserves found per amount invested in exploration and in other indicators in comparison with other 
large oil companies. But a strong political sentiment holds that they represent “national patrimony” 
and for reasons of nationalism cannot be privatized. Other companies which might be privatized in 
other sectors are delayed by opposition to “neo-liberalism,” a term often used in a pejorative fashion 
by populist politicians to strike a chord on the issue. 
 
Fifth, greater fiscal discipline must be established.  
Latin America and the Caribbean have made significant progress in this policy area. The preliminary 
estimate for the region as a whole in 2003 is a deficit of 2.4% of GDP, and in the previous ten years it 
reached 3% only twice.  The highest for the region as a whole was 3.2% in 2001, a year of world 
recession and a meager 0.4% growth for the region. Only two countries, Bolivia and Honduras, had 
fiscal deficits as a percent of GDP greater than 5% in 2003.  
 
The region has not always been this successful with fiscal discipline.  Mexico ran a fiscal deficit as a 
percentage of GDP of 17.8% in 1982, just before it announced its inability to service its foreign debt 
and the debt crisis began. In the period 1986-1989, the fiscal deficits as a percent of GDP reached 
21.8% in Argentina in 1989, 6.9% in Brazil in 1989, 9.6% in Ecuador in 1987, 12.8% in Jamaica in 
1988, 36.7% in Nicaragua in 1988, 10.7% in Peru in 1989, 9.5% in 1986 in Trinidad and Tobago, 
7.6% in Uruguay in 1989 and 9.3% in Venezuela in 1988. These are clearly unsustainable amounts 
and a 5% level is a warning of problems to come. 
 
This was understood in Latin America after the “lost decade” of the 1980s. Failure of so-called 
“heterodox” policies in Argentina, Brazil and Peru led to movement toward a more responsible fiscal 
policy. Many of the countries reduced the top income tax rate, from rates approaching confiscatory, 
which few paid, to levels in the high 20 and low 30 percent range; reduced marginal rates on 
corporate income; reduced the withholding tax on foreign remittances to encourage foreign 
investment; sold public enterprises and made some improvements in tax administration. Many 
countries instituted value-added taxes which were easier to collect.  While this taxes consumption 
rather than savings, it is a regressive tax.   
 
Given the long history of tax evasion in Latin America, it may have been better to institute a major 
and revolutionary improvement in tax administration with serious legislation and tough enforcement.  
For a while Argentina pursued non-payers and published in the papers thousands of names of high 
income people, many of them well known, whom had paid no income tax despite the rates on the 
books. This was somewhat successful but was not maintained as vigorously as it could have been. 
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Sixth, the role of government must be reformed.  
As historians have documented, Latin America was largely developed under the deadly hand of 
Iberian centralism. During the colonial period and the first century and a half of independence, 
dictatorships were more prevalent than democratically elected governments. The discussion of fiscal 
discipline, the need for greater stability in policy making and all of the previous policy adjustments 
discussed suggest a reduction in the size and level of intervention of the government. This means 
reform of large, highly centralized governments and their legacies.   
 
The question then is how can government be made smaller and more effective, and yet make a 
positive contribution in areas in which there are short-run benefits or costs associated with an 
economic activity that are not reflected in the market price for the activity? For example, education is 
usually thought to produce more benefits (certainly in the long run) than costs, and pollution is a cost 
which is usually not figured in the price of a good or service. 
 
On this score Latin America has made progress but there is a lot left to be done. Here are some 
examples: 
 
Privatization. This has been discussed under the fourth policy of allowing the price mechanism to 
function. It has been the largest and most conspicuous reduction of government. 
 
Deregulation and regulation. The arguments for a reformed and smaller, less interventionist 
government are not arguments for laissez faire policies. Rather they are grounds for eliminating the 
role of government when it serves to stifle legitimate competition and initiative, and for maintaining a 
strong government role when it aids legitimate competition and initiative. Issues of 
regulation and deregulation serve to illustrate both points. 
 
Deregulation. To appreciate how extensive and intrusive regulation had become in some countries, 
one can review the many sectors of the economy deregulated in Argentina in the 1990s. The 
government: (1) ended its control over wholesale markets; (2) eliminated restrictions on starting new 
businesses and the hours businesses could operate; (3) terminated guidelines on where pharmacies 
could be located, their hours and products; (4) canceled its rules on competition, products and 
premiums in the insurance industry; (5) deregulated commissions on securities trading; (6) ended its 
control over navigation services and certain labor contracts in port services and (7) abolished 10 
marketing boards which fixed prices, established quotas and in other ways restricted competition in 
meat, sugar, yerba mate (tea), fish and other products. The result has been sharp reduction in the 
costs and increased availability of these products and services. Also, the expense faced by the 
government in controling these activities has been eliminated. 
 
Regulation. Freeing of prices, opening the economy and liberalizing capital markets in most 
countries are providing benefits. To improve transparency and confidence in capital 
markets, a number of countries have strengthened the hand of their Superintendent of Banks and 
their national securities commission. However, there is still work to be done in security markets 
regulation to avoid insider trading and to modernize capital markets. 
 
Social welfare expenditure and aiding the poor. What about the vast number of suffering people who 
live on the other side of the Rimac River in Lima, in the favelas of Brazil, in the villa miserias or in 
poor rural areas in other countries? Latin America's striking inequality in income distribution has long 
been a major policy challenge.  
 
Reforms that reduced inflation have been crucial to the poor. Access to water, sewage and electricity 
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are improving, especially in countries where these services are now being performed by private 
companies. Nonetheless, more access is urgently required. The question is how to do this while 
keeping the fiscal accounts in balance? While the issue is far from adequately dealt with, two 
examples, from Chile and Peru, show what can be done. 
 
Chile 
 
Food distribution in Chile. In 1973, Chile realized that food distribution to those in need was 
Inadequate, and that some of the food went to people who were relatively well off. Chile took 
two steps. Food aid was increased and the Chileans developed a “map of extreme poverty" to 
identify the people most in need so food aid could be targeted to them. Food aid from domestic 
sources and under the auspices of foreign aid programs such as U.S. PL 480 Food for Peace 
Program  was distributed to the people identified by a famous form, the ficha. The form served to 
measure poverty. The questions on the form had easily observable or verifiable items such as 
family's access to water (e.g., walk to a well = no points; full plumbing = high points), access to 
sewage and electricity, number of years of education and the ratio of people to rooms in a household 
(e.g., 3 people, 10 rooms = high points; 7 people, 3 rooms, low points). The fungible term "income" 
did not appear on the form. Food was distributed to children of families with low points on the form.  
 
Chile decentralized education and health care and provided guidelines on height and weight of 
infants. When a mother came to one of many local health clinics with a baby who was underweight 
for its age, various food distribution programs were alerted and assistance was provided. The result 
was a dramatic reduction in infant mortality. Chile’s success in reducing infant mortality in first years 
of the program, 1973-1981, faster than any other country in the world, was cited as a model by the 
World Health Organization.  
 
Title to property. In another example of innovation in assisting the poor, Peru pioneered a method of 
aiding them by increasing their stake in the economy. In many of its sprawling slums, most residents 
are squatters. The best known examples are the million plus residents living on one side of the 
Rimac River in Lima. Employing ideas presented by Hernando de Soto in his book, El Otro Sendero, 
title has been granted to many of these residents and police protection increased. The result has 
been new pride of ownership and a large investment in home and lot improvement. In the case of 
previously underground businesses, greater opportunity for production and sales exist now that the 
business is more in the open.  
 
Reform is far from complete in the delivery of social services. Despite these positive examples of 
actions that can be taken and that are both effective and low cost, these are probably more the 
exception than the norm.   
 
Brazil  
 
Some commentators point to Brazil as a country that has unintentionally designed economic and 
social policies that have exacerbated an already dramatically skewed income distribution. Problems 
in health care, in education, in the extraordinary redistribution of income via the pension system, in 
the dysfunctional court system, in the lack of access to land and the past decades of high inflation all 
contribute to this imbalance. 
 
Health. Those unable to afford private physicians often have to wait for hours to obtain a permission 
slip for a consultation, and then wait again to see a public physician. The public pension system 
awards huge pensions to federal, state and judicial branch government employees. Many have been 
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at 100% of one’s last salary and adjusted for inflation. Large pensions can be received for only short 
periods of work in one entity, and additional pensions can be received for other public service.  Some 
reforms have recently been implemented, including a modest rise in the retirement age and taxing 
the highest pensions, but the spending excess and consequent redistribution of income to the 
relatively well-off from the lowest income groups who pay the value-added tax will continue until the 
problem is more seriously addressed.   
 
Education. While education is improving in most countries, it is woefully inadequate for the purposes 
of eliminating poverty and educating a labor force for the new global economy. Huge amounts of 
money are devoted to providing tuition-free or virtually tuition-free education for students at state 
colleges and universities. At the same time relatively meager resources are devoted to primary 
education, and in many countries primary education is not yet universal. The injustice of this is 
compounded by the fact that more than half of the college students in most countries have arrived at 
college having completed expensive private secondary school paid for by their parents. Thus, it 
would be easy to have a college/university system with tuition and extensive scholarships and devote 
the resources saved to primary school. This idea has advocates, but, as elsewhere, most people do 
not like to give up an entitlement or subsidy once they have it. 
 
Dysfunctional court system.  In Brazil and elsewhere, unreliable courts and justice, often referred to 
as problems of seguridad juridica (legal security), are not only negative factors for a potential 
investor, but they also contribute to inequality. Many judges in Argentina and Brazil, for example, 
have reportedly taken bribes. Cases can go on for a decade or more with virtually unlimited appeals. 
Bankruptcy cases drag on so long that they discourage banks from lending. Mortgages are not 
readily available in various countries because the courts are so slow and reluctant to foreclose. 
Lower income clients are considered more risky and have great difficulty in obtaining loans in some 
countries. This is despite evidence in some countries that the larger borrowers have a higher 
percentage of delinquency in payment than do smaller borrowers. 
 
The issue of land and title. In many countries in Latin America, occasional land distributions have 
been effected by government fiat and distribution. Yet, many who could productively use the land do 
not have access, and obtaining a title can be a legal nightmare. For many years, large tracts of land 
were held by wealthy landowners who did little with the land were largely untaxed. This could easily 
be changed, and this change could provide both an incentive to make productive use of the land and 
to create a disincentive to holding unused land, thereby freeing up land for small farmers or 
landowners.  
 
Environment. Another area requiring reform and urgent attention is the environment. On the hopeful 
side, environmental awareness is increasing and especially among the younger generation. Several 
countries have some good laws on the books but enforcement is lacking. Contracts have been 
awarded for clean up of some of the most serious problem areas. Nonetheless, the legacy of high 
birth rates, the consequent pressure on the land, and willingness for many years to ignore the 
environment while arguing for job creation above all else have been costly. In Costa Rica, which has 
been a model in many ways for protecting the environment, continued progress depends on strong 
economic growth. When growth is slow and jobs are scarce, desperate citizens cut down forests and 
settle in protected areas and begin subsistence agriculture or other activities. 
 
B. If there is a set of well-implemented policies that can spur growth and promote social 
equity, what is needed to put them in place? Should they be internally generated or are 
changes in international governance a part of the solution? Are they more likely to be 
successful if they are taken in a more cautious step-by-step manner or “ideological” and put 
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in place quickly, and is this affected by history and culture? 
 
Can the policies be effectively established by the country acting largely on its own, or is external 
support necessary? Do there have to be changes in “international governance” or in “international 
financial architecture,” i.e., some form of special and differential treatment, however it might be 
defined, for these countries as they reform? 
 
An argument can be made that change has to be internal and that outside support is tangential. If 
reforms are to work and to have support, the country has to “own” them. Outside pressure or support 
can taint the effort with the label “made somewhere else.” In addition, while emergency humanitarian 
assistance should always be encouraged and welcomed in an economic crisis, traditional foreign aid 
in some cases may have slowed the internal impetus to reform. This is a theme in the thoughtful 
book, The Elusive Quest for Growth, Economists’ Adventures and Misadventures in the Tropics,  by 
William Easterly, an economist for many years with the World Bank. Much has been written on the 
seemingly unending IMF programs in Jamaica, how slow growth and progress has been in that 
nation. It can be argued that IMF loans to Argentina as late as 2001 only postponed and worsened 
the eventual collapse of the economy.  
 
Similarly, Anne Krueger’s imaginative idea for sovereign debt crises could actually remove the 
incentive to reform. Her proposal was to offer a debtor country legal protection from creditors that 
stand in the way of a restructuring in a time of economic crisis; this would be in exchange for an 
obligation for the debtor to negotiate with its creditors in good faith and to put in place policies that 
would prevent a similar problem from arising in the future.  But this could tempt some political leaders 
to pursue policies that are expedient only in the short-term, in the belief that if things went awry, the 
IMF would protect the debtor from creditors. Creditors would be less likely to lend to certain countries 
if they knew this mechanism might come into play. 
 
Finally, even though the World Bank, the IMF, the IDB and USAID have provided valuable assistance 
to Latin American countries, in the present period of globalization it is misleading to think that these 
donors can do as much as they were able to in the 1970s and 1980s. For example, a study prepared 
for the U.S. Mission to the O.A.S. for the 1998 Santiago summit, “Economic Development in Latin 
America and the Caribbean: Trends and Comparisons over 50 Years”  found that as globalization of 
trade and investment markets accelerated in the 1990s, the share of donor financing flows of total 
capital flows shrunk dramatically. In 1990, 57% of all net long-term resource flows to developing 
countries were in the form of official finance and 43% was private. This shifted steadily and 
dramatically through the 1990s. In 1997, it was estimated that only 15% of finance was official and 
85% private. 
 
What is the role of history and culture in determining whether national economic reforms are 
propelled by radical, sudden change or gradual, more cautious steps?  
 
The will to pursue economic reforms is largely absent due to historical and cultural traditions in Latin 
America, so it seems that a significant change in economic thinking, or ideology, is essential for 
sustainable change that will spur high growth. Looking at the long, discouraging history of Latin 
American economic development and asking, as Michael Novak did in 1982 in a provocative essay, 
“Why Latin America is Poor?” , it is fair to say that there has been a deeply imbedded acceptance of, 
and preference for, the state taking a major role in the economy. There have often been two sides to 
the argument: “monetarism,” which was allied with free markets vs. “structuralism” which called for 
heavy state management and intervention in the economy; or “liberalism,” which in Latin America 
usually refers to liberty and freer markets vs. “conservatism,” which often is connected with 
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maintaining the strong centralized state that has existed since the time of European arrival and 
colonization. Import substitution, dependency theory and state-led development generally won the 
argument until fairly radical reforms began in Chile in 1975, in Mexico in the mid-1980s and 
continuing in the early 1990s and in Argentina in the early 1990s.  
 
Were there common elements in these reform efforts? 
 
Yes. Chile, Argentina and Mexico undertook significant reforms under the leadership of economic or 
finance ministers who presided over a cohesive team. These include Sergio de Castro, Sergio de la 
Quadra, Hernan Büchi and Alejandro Foxley in Chile, Domingo Cavallo in Argentina, and Pedro Aspe 
in Mexico. They all had either the tacit backing of their president, as in the case of Pinochet and the 
Christian Democrat presidents who followed him in Chile, or the active support and leadership on key 
economic initiatives as in the case of Menem in Argentina or Zedillo in Mexico. Many members of the 
team in the key economic ministries or agencies knew each other and had worked together in 
universities or policy think tanks. They were ideological and their reforms were based on well-
thought-out ideas of reform that they had studied, taught and written about previously. They stand in 
contrast to cabinets common in many democratic companies in which individual ministers and senior 
officials often have their own agendas and political ambitions.  
 
All were ready to break with the past model of state-led development and all had significant degrees 
of success, especially in the case of Chile, in explaining in clear, non-didactic Spanish in newspapers 
and media what the reforms were, how they would work and how individuals would be affected. 
During the sharp recession in Chile in 1982-1983, when many in the international press thought Chile 
would abandon the free market model, the dramatic reforms of the period 1975-1981 were 
maintained.  
 
The most successful models of economic change were brought about by bold leaders willing to 
radically challenge the status quo. In general, the population came to support the reforms as 
conditions improved and the benefits became clear in the daily life of the country. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
  
Endnotes 
 

1. Ricardo Ffrench-Davis, “Reforming the Reforms of the Washington Consensus: For Achieving 
Growth and Equity,” paper prepared for the Center for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS), 
June 23, 2003. 

2. Peter Whitney, Journal of Interamerican Studies and World Affairs, Volume 39, Number 2, 
Summer, 1997, a review on Latin American economic thinking based on more than a dozen years 
working in Argentina, Brazil, Chile and Jamaica and other years as Director of the Economic Policy 
Office for Latin America and the Caribbean at the State Department and in other positions related to 
economic policy analysis and negotiation. In Feb. Miguel Diaz, Director of the South America Project 
of the Center for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS) asked me to update the 1997 article. He 
asked that I be heavily prescriptive about what needs to be done now to foment growth in Latin 
America. 
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In 1990, John Williamson of the Institute of International Economics coined the term "Washington 
Consensus” to describe policies that were beginning to be accepted in Latin America. He cited 10 
reforms: fiscal discipline, a redirection of public expenditure priorities toward primary health care, 
primary education, infrastructure, tax reform (to lower marginal rates and broaden the tax base), 
interest rate liberalization, a competitive exchange rate, trade liberalization, liberalization of FDI 
inflows, privatization and deregulation. His work has made an important contribution to policy analysis 
and dialogue. He says, and I agree, that the reforms were largely internally generated. They were not 
imposed by the IMF, the World Bank and other Washington, DC institutions which detractors, in the 
rhetorical battle over economic policy link to "neo-liberalism" or "market fundamentalism. My caveat 
on "Washington Consensus" is that "consensus" may have been too strong a descriptive word since 
many of the reforms were not fully or effectively implemented. 
 
I first described and analyzed the policies discussed in this paper in 1984 in a 77 page report for the 
State Department on "Chile's Free Market Model: Myth and Reality, An Analysis of Economic Policies 
and Results 1973-1983," and have taken written and lectured on these reforms ever since. There is 
much overlap with the policies of the "Washington Consensus." My focus is not on a comprehensive 
overview of all the policies of the region. That was done in a most remarkable fashion in 1995 by 
Sebastian Edwards, then Chief Economist for Latin America 
and the Caribbean of the World Bank, in Crisis and Reform in Latin America, From Despair to 
Hope.  Rather, I present a more personal view based on many years in the Foreign Service working 
with businesses that were affected, positively and negatively, by specific policies. In my present 
consulting this has been the primary focus and it is an important theme in my teaching at both 
American University and Duke University. 
 
3.  Bolivia, Chile, Costa Rica, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, El Salvador, Guatemala, Haiti, 
Honduras, Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay, Venezuela (Edwards, Crisis and Reform, p. 100). 
 
4. In 1992, when I arrived in Argentina, one year after the Convertibility Plan had been instituted the 
rate appeared overvalued. It was at its highest real rate since the 1979-1981period, a time of 
overvaluation which ended in devaluation. This argument was trumped by the success in reducing 
inflation, the confluence of other serious reform and the confidence, investment and growth that 
followed.  In fixing the rate at 1 peso to 1 dollar the authorities had first set the old austral (the 
previous currency) equal to the peso at a rate of 10,000 to 1, the usual 4 zero reduction.  Technically 
that might have been close to a good rate except for a phenomenon of inertial inflation I have 
observed in various countries after they fixed the exchange rate after a period of high or hyper 
inflation. That is, until the citizenry comes to accept and believe in the new rate, businesses will 
continue to raise their prices as they did in the previous hyper inflation.  Indeed, the businesses that 
survive in such a situation are those that managed to sell product or service while keeping their 
prices increases equal to or slightly above inflation.  So perhaps if the rate had been fixed at, say 
15,000 to 1, it might have had a better chance of longer run success. 
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